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Fire control, surveillance, and positioning systems for demanding environments
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Chess Dynamics


Chess Dynamics is a surveillance and fire control specialist providing bespoke solutions for Land and Maritime domains.

We work alongside you to deliver proven surveillance and fire control solutions for the most demanding environments.

By working with us, you have access to advanced technology solutions to safeguard and secure your most valuable assets.

We have three decades of experience in designing, developing and manufacturing solutions from the ground up. This includes being able to offer first-rate bespoke design and rapid prototyping services. And as we are the engineers who design and build our solutions, we also provide high-quality training, refurbishment, and maintenance services.

 

We don’t push a product, we build relationships.
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[image: QinetiQ]
"QinetiQ has worked in partnership with Chess Dynamics on a number of projects,
fusing the engineering capabilities of Chess Dynamics with QinetiQ technology to
bring exciting new offerings to market. QinetiQ has found Chess Dynamics to be both
innovative and reliable as a partner and we look forward to working together in the
future.” - Business Manager, QinetiQ, Malvern United Kingdom
QinetiQ
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“Chess has been our partner for more than 20 years, designing dynamic platforms for
our radars and producing them in large numbers. Chess have accepted the technical
challenges with great enthusiasm and professionalism and provided a creative working
environment whilst meeting our exacting requirements and creating great customer
value.” - Hans Larsson, Saab Surveillance, Gothenburg, Sweden
Saab
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“Chess has proven themselves a valuable partner with an impressive technology
platform.” - Stig Nyvold, CEO at Squarehead
Squarehead Technology
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“On behalf of MBDA I want to thank you and the Chess Dynamics team involved in
the recent high priority programme. As expected we incurred challenges along the way,
however there was really clear evidence of continuous effort on behalf of the Chess
Dynamics team to maintain and recover the schedule when faced with challenges.” -
Programme Executive, MBDA
MBDA
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"Chess helped us develop a custom automatic video target tracking solution in a short lead time. Their technical expertise, positive approach, and ongoing support played a significant role in the successful completion of our project.
Their solution performed well even in challenging conditions, and the team was a pleasure to work with, both professionally and personally. We highly recommend Chess for projects requiring optical tracking solutions."


Murat Varlık
Aselsan
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"We developed a great partnership with Chess Dynamics for over 10 years. We have worked together for many projects but specifically with the successful Counter UAS system. Their dedicated and supportive team never fail to rise to challenges, and it is always a pleasure to work with Chess."
Enterprise Control Systems ltd
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"From first contact, we were impressed by Chess' responsiveness to our technical queries and their guidance in framing a solution to match our customer’s requirement, and ultimately, this resulted in us winning the contract.

We are extremely pleased with the final product, its quality, capability and performance, and equally the ongoing technical support provided by Chess.”
Ultra Electronics
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"Chess' team displayed competency at every step and provided strong positive feedback on system design and specification. I felt confident in their ability to grasp the requirements and customise a solution to meet them.

The depth of technical knowledge of the team has been superb to work with, in addition the staff have always been professional and are keen to resolve an issue as fast as possible.  It has been a true pleasure working with the team."
Du Pre Marine
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"The Grip Alpha fitted the bill very well and although not marine certified we put it on a prototype boat for testing and it worked flawlessly. Nine units are now fitted in a growing fleet of high speed arduous marine installation boats of which there are 20 at seat and growing at 6 a year.

Issues are dealt with promptly and we are very pleased with the service we get from both Ellie and Don. Yes I would recommend Vison4ce and indeed we have used them in another boat fit and are considering them in future bids too.”
Scisys
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"The engineers we have worked with have behaved in a very professional manner and have been very knowledgeable about the product, including product enhancement ideas. It has been a pleasure to work with these engineers.”
Leonardo
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APRIL 04, 2024
Chess Dynamics to Provide Surveillance Systems for Australia's Hunter Class Frigates
Chess Dynamics has been awarded a contract by BAE Systems Maritime Australia to supply its SeaEagle FCEO surveillance systems for the first batch of the Royal Australian Navy's (RAN) Hunter class frigates.
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MARCH 26, 2024
Cohort Group Companies Team Up: SEA's Trainable Decoy Launcher with Chess Dynamics' Technology Selected by MoD
Chess Dynamics' unique positioning technology has played a key role in fellow Cohort Group company SEA securing a major contract with the UK Ministry of Defence (MoD) to provide a trainable decoy launcher as part of the Maritime Electronic Warfare Programme (MEWP).
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MARCH 21, 2024
Chess Dynamics Takes Home Top Prize at the Gatwick Diamond Business Awards!
We are thrilled to announce that Chess Dynamics was crowned the winner of the prestigious Manufacturing Business of the Year Award at the highly anticipated Gatwick Diamond Business Awards ceremony! This incredible achievement is a testament to the unwavering dedication and hard work of our entire team.
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MARCH 12, 2024
Chess Dynamics Secures Three Major Orders with Global Defence Company
Chess Dynamics, a leading provider in precision radar turntables, has secured three significant orders worth £3.7 million from a global defence and security company, reinforcing its expertise in large positioner systems.
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SEE ALL NEWS



Head Office | Horsham
Quadrant House

North Heath Business Park

Horsham

West Sussex

RH12 5QE

United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1403 249 888
Email: sales@chess-dynamics.com

Naval Systems | Plymouth
Raleigh Building

22-24 Davy Road

Derriford

Plymouth

PL6 8BY



We are proud to be tenants at Plymouth Science Park, a workplace where businesses come to grow.
Tel: +44 1752 279040

Vision4ce | Wokingham
Unit 4, Wokingham Commercial Centre

Molly Millars Lane

Wokingham

RG41 2RF

United Kingdom
Tel: +44 118 979 7904
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This site uses cookies
Some of the cookies we use are essential, while others help us to improve your experience by collecting information about how our website is being used.
To find out more about the cookies we use, please see our Cookie Notice.
For information on how we collect, use and manage personal data, please see our Privacy Notice.
Select preferencesReject optionalAccept all



Cookie preferences
This website uses cookies to find out how it's being used, and to enhance our visitors' online experience. For more detailed information about how and why we use cookies, take a look at our Cookie Notice. To receive the best possible user experience, we recommend enabling all cookies below. However, if you would like to opt out of certain cookies, you can do so. You can change and update your cookie preferences at any time in our Cookie Notice.
Necessary cookies (required)
Necessary cookies enable core functionality. The website cannot function properly without these cookies and can only be disabled by changing your browser preferences.

Analytical cookies
Analytical cookies help us to improve our website by collecting and reporting information on its usage.
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